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actually covers a range of themes including
student work and an excerpt of a doctoral

thesis, a book review and the architects’ favourite
pursuit, travel, which the global pandemic of Covid19 had put paid to, and, unfortunately, obituaries.
Given that corruption has become widespread in
South Africa and intensified over the past decade,
I’m sure readers will delight in seeing that an
emphatic landmark dedicated for the National
Prosecuting Authority has been erected in the
Provincial capital, Pietermaritzburg. By contrast, a
hidden landmark has been discovered in Durban, a
fifth house modified by Barrie Biermann, interestingly vis-à-vis his own, see Journal 2/2020.
I am equally sure that many will be grateful for
the leadership that Hans Hallen provided as a
designer and as an activist professional. Although he
opted for immigration to Australia in 1987, he
remained a South African in heart and soul, where
his built legacy continues to set the standards.
In 1982 I began editorship of this Journal. I am
particularly grateful to SAIA-KZN for allowing me to
continue in this my 40th year. But Corobrik beats me
as it’s their 47th year of sole and continuous
sponsorship of the Journal, a solid foundation well
laid, and one SAIA-KZN is committed to uphold and
support.
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Prosecuting Authority,
Pietermaritzburg:

The group photograph,
bottom right p.5, shows in the
centre ‘Stones’ Nathoo, not
Ruben Reddy. Nathoo is ’09
Unidentified’ in the class
photo, also p.5.
Kevin Bingham was not the
recipient of a Scroll of Honour
in 2014, p.2, but of a Lifebuoy,
a unique acknowledgement
conferred for co-hosting the
UIA 2014 congress while facing
stormy local seas during his
SAIA-KZN presidency, 2013-14.

View from north, with entrance on
the corner of Otto and Pietermaritz
Streets.

T

HE PROJECT entailed the

Materials such as the red face-brick on the ground

redevelopment of two buildings at

floor celebrate the history and context of

286 Pietermaritz Street,

Pietermaritzburg and the metallic façade cladding

Pietermaritzburg, as offices for the

improves both thermal performance and aesthetics.

National Prosecuting Authority

Sophisticated, minimalist, wood and metal finishes are

(NPA). The accommodation

used in the interior. The overall design philosophy,

comprises offices with support

with the generous use of glass, promotes

space for state advocates working in the
Pietermaritzburg district, as well as the NPA

transparency and spaciousness.
The project was completed on time and within

Regional Management and archive facilities. The

budget, despite the many challenges, including the

facility also includes on-site parking to provide

initial, illegal occupation of the building, the

secure access for staff, which was achieved by

liquidation of one of the Joint Venture partners, as

remodeling the existing building.

well as regular complaints and a court interdict by

The concept was to achieve a robust, energy

the neighbour, the South Africa Law Society. The

efficient building that makes a bold aesthetic

unity and unwavering support of the project team

statement, while speaking to the history of the city.

and the dogged persistence of the management

It is a modular framed structure that allows for

team overcame all these obstacles to deliver a

flexibility of use over time and challenges the

landmark building for the client, the Department

traditional notion of offices for the top hierarchy of

of Public Works and the city of Pietermaritzburg.

an organization by dedicating the top floor with its

Special credit goes to the contractor (a joint

exceptional views, to communal use (including

venture of Afriscan Construction & Rubro Building)

workshop spaces, meeting rooms and the canteen).

and the diligence and commitment of all the many

The building reduces maintenance costs and

workers and subcontractors on site, who worked

increases environmental performance through the

with a real sense of pride in the project. The building

passive ventilation techniques of opening windows,

has now been recognized in the global forum of

louvres and the stainless steel mesh. This innovative

World Architecture News, complementing the success

patented screening and shading device functions as

of teamwork and delivering our common dream. o

bird-proofing and a safety screen, but more

Marcel Henry

importantly reduces the heat load and energy

Urban Architects CC, now GreenDesign Studio

required for air-conditioning.

Professional Team

Rainwater is harvested and stored in the

Client: Department of Public Works

basement for use in case of fire and can also be used

Architect & Principal Agent: Urban Architects CC

for the washing of NPA vehicles. Lighting makes use

Quantity Surveyors: Webber & Associates

of energy efficient fittings and movement sensors to
improve building management and operational
costs.
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Mechanical & Electrical Engineers: Marepo CC
Structural & Civil Engineers: uMtshali noKhuzwayo Engineers
Contractor: EMB Construction JV
Photographer: Gregor Röhrig

National Prosecuting
Authority, P’maritzburg

T

his issue, landmarks: emphatic and hidden,

Australia, Cape Town and
Johannesburg before returning to his hometown of
In 2015 the Durban Heritage
Durban in 1974 and joining
Trust published the book A
the University of Natal as
Measure of the Past, which
Director of Physical Planning
features measured and
two years later.
rendered drawings of
By then, the firm Powers &
historical buildings in the
Powers comprising the first
Province of KZN carried out
two generations of Powers
by hundreds of Natal/UKZN
architects had faded away
students under the direction
but, for Bruce, the sense of
of Professors Brian Kearney
working with the family
and Rodney Harber, see
legacy surely had not.
Journal 2/2015.
The 10-storey Memorial
One very pleasant
Tower Building – designed in
IN MEMORIAM:
outcome is the Nsika
1947 by Powers & Powers to
John Wilkins (1945-2022)
Scholarship, established by
commemorate members of
one of the students whose
the University community
work was featured therein.
who had died in WWII, later
This scholarship is bestowed
declared a national
annually on a first-year
monument – might have
student of Architecture in
loomed over Bruce’s office
financial need and whose
itself but the substantial Art
work is of a high standard.
Deco landmark that
The scholarship provides
dominated the Berea ridge
For many years after
tuition for the duration of the graduating in 1970 at Natal
line also allowed the
student's undergraduate and (UKZN), John worked for Prof University to project its
post-graduate qualifications,
presence onto the city’s
Leslie Croft (Shepstone and
provided satisfactory
psychological topography,
Mechanical Engineering
performance is maintained at buildings, both on Howard
visible from all directions.
each year of study.
To his family’s prolific
College campus). He entered
The benefactor is
output – from the 1910
private practice in 1986
Nsika Architecture & Design,
Pretoria fire brigade HQ to
before joining KZN Dept of
the practice begun in 2003 by Works, 2005-2017. Thereafter commercial, residential,
Brent Buchanan, a UKZN
academic and ecclesiastical
he moved to KZN Dept of
graduate of 1992, and Bryan
Health: Infrastructure and was buildings across three
Charters. Interestingly, Nsika Client Representative on the
provinces – Bruce added
means ‘pillar of strength’,
Dr Pixley Isaka Seme Memorial the Elizabeth Sneddon
precisely what the scholarship Hospital in KwaMashu.
Theatre, 1982-83, and in his
can offer deserving students.
position as Director of
His characteristic punctilRecipients have been:
iousness, extraordinary note- Architecture at UKZN’s
2017 Bonnie Bopela;
Howard College oversaw the
taking and glint of a smile
2018 Kelisha Francis;
energy management plan
then roaring laughter was a
2019 Sbusiso Mwandla;
and EG Malherbe library,
hallmark of breaking many a
2020 Erin Naidoo; and
and the development
tricky situation which was
2021 Samkelo Mthethwa.
of the western campus
greatly appreciated by all.
including OM Sports Hall,
Our thoughts are with his
2022 Pritzker
Innovation Centre, and the
widow, Alena, his 4 children,
Architecture Prize
10 grandchildren & especially Anglo cluster and Albert
The annual Pritzker Prize,
his architect-daughter, Melissa. Luthuli residences.
architecture’s highest honour, Mike Boulle
is this year being conferred on
Diébédo Francis Kéré, better Bruce Powers (1945–2022)
known as Francis Kéré. He is
Three generations and more
the first black architect
than 100 years of a unique
ever to obtain this award, the family contribution to South
51st since its founding in
African architecture ended
1979.
when Bruce Powers passed
After reprising his UKZN
Although a national of
away after a short battle with role at the KZN Department
Burkina Faso, Kéré practices
cancer in February.
of Public Works, Bruce retired
both there and in Germany
Following in the profesin 2007 and moved to the
where he studied and is
sional footsteps of his two
Cape to run a B&B in the
based, and his work focuses
brothers, two cousins, father, shadow of Muizenberg Peak
on using local materials for
uncle, and grandfather (EM
with his wife. His three
community facilities. Kéré
Powers, SAIA President-inchildren and two
was a keynote speaker at the Chief, 1937-38, editor, and as grandchildren live nearby.
UIA ‘Architecture Otherwhere’ of 1925 founding editor of SA None of them, including the
conference held in Durban in Architectural Record), Bruce
writer, is an architect.
2014.
qualified as an architect
Angus Powers, Cape Town

New Offices for the National
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UKZN ARCHITECTURE
LEARNING SITE:
Nsika Scholarship

Corrections Issue 3/2021: in 1969 (University of Cape
Town) and worked in
1982 First Year class
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RECTO, CLOCKWISE: FROM TOP LEFT:
View from east, corner of Prince
Edward and Otto Streets.
Double volume public entrance foyer.
View from west along Pietermaritz Street.
Open office floor.
The top floor (8th) is dedicated for
communal use including workshop spaces,
meeting rooms and the canteen.

ABOVE, AND CLOCKWISE:
Generator Room.
Public entrance door.
Battered wall on Otto Street, corner Pietermaritz Street.
Section A.

As an entry in the Civic category of the 2020 WAN Awards programme,
this building was featured in World Architecture News. –Editor
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ROFESSOR JONATHAN JANSEN (2017)

What follows below is an extract from the

uses the term ‘welfare university’ to

outcomes of the analysis of the photographs and

P

describe post-apartheid South African imaginative mapping exercise, which provided some

1
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universities. A situation that has
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arisen from more than twenty years of

growing student numbers, particularly

amongst poor students, and their correspond-

ing expectations of Higher Education (HE).
Financial and epistemic frustrations in South Africa

valuable insight into students’ conceptions of
university spaces and the potential of the spaces to
meet their aspirations. The photographs are
representative of the three different informal spaces
studied – specifically those related to food,
accommodation and transport.

came to a head in the 2015 and 2016 #Feesmustfall
and #Rhodesmustfall protests. Students were calling

INFORMAL CAMPUS SPACES

for equitable access to education and improved

FOOD. Nokwanda’s

material realities while expressing their rejection of

photograph is entitled Therapy

dominant knowledge production systems. The

and is taken outside an upper-

violence that accompanied these protests resulted in

level café on campus, where she

negative portrayals of students. Jansen, former Vice-

is sharing a fun moment with a

Chancellor of the University of the Free State at the

group of friends, one of whom

time described students as demanding, short-sighted,

has taken this photo. Nokwanda provided some

irresponsible and destructive, noting the irrevocable

interesting information on students and their diverse

damage being unleashed (2017: 208-209).

relationships with food, each other and with transport
on campus. In her own words, Nokwanda described a

THE CAMPUS STUDY. My thesis (Horner, 2021) arose

café located on the periphery of campus where

from questioning what meanings students were

students wait for the bus to take them back to

deriving from HE spaces, particularly in a context

residences off-campus.

where increasing welfare expectations and

…so that place, is a place that caters for people who

responsibilities were being imposed. This study

can’t afford buying at ** cafe [upper café on campus]

explored the significance of such spaces, particularly

or whatever. They [café at busstop] sell like fat cakes

those related to students’ material needs and services

which are like for R5, um you get polony and you get

(food, accommodation and transport) within a post-

a slice of cheese, so that’s for like R5 which is quite

apartheid institution. Investigating what students

reasonable…[Nokwanda].

know of these spaces and how they enable or

Students of limited financial means have limited

constrain student behaviour and interaction with

food choices on campus. The locations of what

others and other areas. It further interrogated how

students consider as cheaper food are relegated to

students then shape their future within HE spaces.

spaces ‘down’ at the bus stop, while what was

The study focused on the informal sections where

perceived as more expensive food is ‘above’ the

food is made, prepared, and consumed, where

concourse level, spatially segregating students into

students move between their place of residence and

different socioeconomic classes groups [Nokwanda].

campus and where students live; as these spaces

Students’ socioeconomic status, coupled with their

accommodate the complex mixing of different

ability to access, choose and determine what and with

students, their multiple identities and reflect the

whom they will eat, defines the differences in their

many inequities across the student body.

experience of their freedom related to food choice.

The study site was a previously white, English-speaking
institution established in 1931. In post-apartheid, this multi- TRANSPORT. Brie is a
disciplinary campus merged with four other campuses to

sportswoman and was an

form one institution, which is now totally transformed in its undergraduate student with a
demographics and hosts a diverse student body.
Students were photographed in their campus

hectic daily workout schedule
when we met in 2018. She

spaces of choice in a collaborative process in which

often sat in her car before or

they selected how they wished to be represented in a

between classes, sleeping or studying. She described

particular space. Photographs were used as a medium

her daily commute to campus as follows: I have to

for their ability to convey a mood or a feeling, the prac- leave 40 minutes before class starts to get here [to
ticality of use and reading, and the ability to capture

campus]. So I spend half my life driving, which I hate,

the spatial setting and the social context in one frame.

but…um… it is required. It would be lovely to live on

Students’ selected photographs were presented to a

campus [Brie]. Her reason for wanting to live on

broader student body in an exhibition on campus.

campus is to do away with commuting. The fact that

Students were further asked to participate in an

she says, it is required, suggests that this might not be

imaginative mapping (Peled, 1990) exercise to design

an option for her. However, in the captioning of the

their future campus. The purpose of this exercise was

photograph of her family car, Brie notes the antithesis

to understand how students might align their

of this as ‘Freedom to study (and at times sleep) be

arrangement of university campus spaces with their

mobile, relax and be myself’. This reflects the choices

hopes, dreams and ambitions.

associated with car ownership or access to a car and
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the flexibility it affords her in terms of access to campus and to a private space to

that accentuates their distinct features, differentiat-

activities [are] at the centre, while what is considered

and physical proximity, and the second for physically

REFERENCES

which she can retreat when necessary. This photo and the caption elicited an

ing the models more clearly from each other. The first

peripheral and outside the campus includes a clinic,

segregating academic from non-academic related

Horner, B. (2021). Mobilising

emotive response from a student in an interview at the exhibition who could not

model is named Whole-being, the second the

business centre and transport terminal. It is noted

spaces and social interaction. The last model is about

spatial knowings: Students and

identify with this experience as an African student. She says,

Organisational-being and the last Well-being.

that if you want to study, you know, you go to the centre visually integrating the natural environment into the

I don’t know, I am not used to… I have never experienced this and it really seems like

The models indicate students’ prioritisation of

she does have freedom to study… um… where us Africans we don’t have that. Most

specific spaces above others within the campus by

alignment between what is located centrally and what interaction can benefit from nature. These models

of us that are not [word not audible] come from family backgrounds that are really

locating spaces that are significant to them at the

is considered the university’s core purpose, which is to thus reflect students’ spatial preferences and the

low in contrast. We don’t experience that. [Mhambi]

centre of their model with those less so toward the

gain knowledge within the formal spaces of academia. relationship between spaces and the social relations

Mhambi is an example of students coming into university from low-income

periphery of the campus. In locating specific spaces

There are also socialising and networking hubs within

backgrounds who do not have the freedom to learn when and how they wish.

inside their imagined campus, students are indicating

this core and food and vegetable kiosks. Still, their

Their family circumstances often dictate how and what they do with their home

where the responsibilities of HE lie and what HE is

role is primarily supportive of the learning activities at

THE UNIVERSITY SPACE & STUDENTS’ DREAMS FOR

time. Mhambi actively decided to move away from home to a commune, thereby

perceived to be about. In contrast, locating certain

the centre.

THE FUTURE. As abstracted representations of the

severing her family ties to claim back time. She explains this as shifting from my

spaces outside the campus represents what university

house, to live in a commune so I get my time [Mhambi]. In so doing, she frees herself life is not for these students. Why students chose to

The differentiation between what is outside and

and activities enabled through the campus’s layout.

campus, the three models indicate the students’ prefer-

what is inside and the reason for this separation on

ence to distinguish between places for learning, places

campus is described below:

School of Education, College
of Humanities, University of
KwaZulu-Natal.
Jansen, J. (2017). As by fire:
The end of the South African
university. Cape Town:
Tafelberg.
Peled, A. (1990, August 15).
Understanding buildings: The
ecoanalysis of places.

campus and how the campus interacts with the

Outside of campus, could be an entrepreneurial

for relaxing and places for creativity and other interests. Architects Journal, 192 (7),
Each activity and the consequent social relations
49-55.

balance the time spent on family expectations when home. Students staying at

outside environment contributed to the generation of

hub, which you can go to after school or when you

become compartmentalised in their own space and time.

home learn to balance the needs for self amid the collective responsibility for the

the three very different spatial models.

have free periods. The hub would be a fun place

from family obligations to foster her self-development.
The university space then allows students access to leisure (and study time) to

prioritise certain spaces above others within the

higher education spaces.

of campus. The goal is to learn [Wisdom]. There is clear campus where academic and non-academic spaces and Unpublished Ph.D thesis,

family.

Academic-related activities that students are

where students from different schools on campus

intensely involved in but cannot control were seen as

WHOLE-BEING. The first model is

could get together to exchange ideas. Maybe even

inducing stress. They would ‘escape’ to other spaces

ACCOMMODATION. Wisdom explains the photograph entitled ‘The future

representative of an inward

meet people from local businesses. If you want to

further out or outside of the campus to de-stress. The

background’ as,

focussed campus, where

study, however you go to the centre of the

students interviewed locate stress as central and de-

…most of the time… I spent my time here on campus and… I do not have such

activities and facilities that

campus, this is where you learn! Between the

stressing as peripheral, thereby polarising academic

personal space, where I could do all my plannings. Most of the items on that border

are considered fun are

academic spaces [centre of campus] and the

expectations as controlling and non-academic

are in my own way what I perceive to be my perspectives, in search of the current

located at the centre of the

auxiliary spaces [outside of campus] is a relaxing

activities as escapism/freedom.

affairs and the problems that I wish to somehow interactively deal with when I get

campus. The centre is the

space – a garden, where students can interact

out of this institution. [Wisdom]

social space with a shopping

with each other or with nature. [Wisdom] [Hloni]

These ideas keep accumulating as notes on his wall, ideas and thoughts that

centre, entertainment centre,

convenience necessitated by time and financial

address contemporary concerns that he does not want to forget. Yet the

and food spaces placed in the

WELL-BEING. The

activation or realisation of these ideas is constrained by both the physical space of

middle to be easier and closer to access

third model is driven

his residence room and by wanting to finish his studies first. In obtaining a degree,

regularly rather than at the ends of the campus.

by a predefined

he would not only be freeing himself from his

The social space is described as away from all the

There are, however, several tensions within these
models. The student body’s safety and desire for

context where

limitations generate a drawing in and away from an
external context, thereby creating physical barriers
between inside and outside of the campus (as
noted in the first and second models). The reverse

institutional obligations; he would also be free to tackle

stress of learning and submitting but also within campus.

the campus sits

desire for mental and physical well-being is to

ideas that are of direct interest to him and society as a

People tend to find fun outside of campus, but here there

and orientates

open up and integrate the campus into a natural

whole. The small rooms that students have access to and

is everything within [Nokwanda].

itself to take

context (third model). Natural spaces are seen as

The collective space is distinct and removed from

advantage of views

which is further limited when students share rooms.

formal academic spaces, which are associated with the

and student access

between students and others in support of academic

Making space to pin up ideas and thoughts to re-look and

pressure to perform, yet still located within the

to the surrounding

and self-development.

build upon them regularly is very difficult to achieve in

confines of the campus. The emphasis is on making

natural context. Students imagine in this campus as,

spend a great deal of time are their only private space,

the current university accommodation.

both relaxing and facilitating fluid interaction

Cognitive care and well-being are broadened to

the campus an enjoyable space that students can

I would love to go to a campus near the sea. It

become both an individual and a collective issue that

come to instead of leaving campus to find

would be a relaxed space with views of the sea

concerns both academic and non-academic activities

In 1998 Bridget Horner

it’s a filling game for them, just filling us like water… just filling containers. This apt

entertainment. Nokwanda explains the quality of the

and a cool sea breeze. The campus would have

and spaces (leisure and entrainment, sports related).

graduated with a B.Arch degree

metaphor of students as water and allotted rooms as containers filled by the

spaces on this campus and how it would be a safe

state of the art research and medical facilities and

The individual desire for help with the choice of study, from UPE, now Nelson Mandela

housing department of the institution illustrates the fluidity of the process and

place to study and socialise.

sport facilities. Offering free advice and activities

studying, and mental health is balanced with the

In response to a query raised on university housing allocation, Wisdom notes

University, which was followed
by an M.Sc in Advanced

the lack of care and concern for the individual student. Students’ personal

All the residences would be on campus, where one

to help students cope with anxiety and stress.

collective desire to have fun with other students and

preferences are not considered, and they remain nameless and faceless in a

can rest, sleep well and learn in an environment that

[Brie_IMNotebook] [Sipho_IMNotebook]

be creative on campus.

process in which they are merely recipients of space whether or not it meets their

feels like home. We would be able to walk between

The campus’ relationship with nature is described

specific needs.

accommodation, campus and all the amenities we

as embrace[ing] the natural environment as a space to

purpose is learning, but their expectations of the

need. Risk management services are on the edge of

enjoy and study in [Brie] and as a relaxed space filled

institution go beyond providing an education. They

that do not address the issue of creating quality environments both within the

the campus creating a ‘force wall’ to keep us safe.

with views of the beach and a cool sea breeze [Sipho].

expect HE to address their academic and non-

location of residences and in the residences themselves. Thus, the institution has

[Nokwanda]

Both quotations illustrate the students’ desire to not

academic self (life outside of academics), to consider

in November 2021 by way of a

only be in beautiful settings but to experience that

their holistic well-being as whole beings in enabling

virtual graduation ceremony of

ORGANISATIONAL-BEING. The

which these settings make them feel, which is stress-

environments that support their freedom to function

the Faculty of Education, UKZN.

Organisational-being model

free, calm and happy.

to realise their hopes, dreams and ambitions.

Students view the allocation of housing as a numbers game of fulfilling quotas

the potential to review space allocation and increase students’ private space to
retreat to, when need be, to think and generate or accumulate ideas.
The kinds of environments students could imagine themselves living in are

The critical aspects of the Well-being model are

Students recognise that the university’s core

Architectural Studies in 2000
from University College London.
After a period in practice, she
joined the Architecture
programme of UKZN as a fulltime lecturer in 2012.
Her Ph.D degree was conferred

The title of the thesis was
‘Mobilising spatial knowings:

what is inside and what is on

creating environments that are conducive to mental

Emergency remote learning has distanced students Students and higher education
learning from their place of learning, exacerbating HE spaces.’ The article here

THREE CAMPUS MODELS. Given an opportunity to dream and conceptualise an

the outside of campus.

and physical well-being in whatever form, through

spaces’ potential to contribute to students’ academic

ideal campus, the students that were photographed in the campus spaces gener-

Primary academic activities

physical exercise or other relaxation or leisure pursuits and non-academic development. This is most acutely

ated seven individual models. These were then abstracted and amalgamated to

such as libraries,

while managing and negotiating students’ relationship felt by students who come from low-income

form three typologies of an imagined campus spatial configuration. The three

laboratories, and lecture

with learning as the core purpose of HE.

models encompass characteristics of the original seven models but in a manner

venues, in other words, learning

explored further in the models described in the last section of this article.
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has very clear conceptions of

In summation, the first model advocates for social
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households.

o

Dr Bridget Horner

featured is a succinct summary
thereof.
This thesis was supervised by
Prof Michael Samuel, who began
tertiary education by studying
Architecture. –Editor
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Street scene:
Barrie Biermann’s ‘Fifth House’ at
51 Glenwood Avenue; literally
diagonally opposite Biermann's

Barrie Biermann’s
‘Fifth House’

own house at 38 Glenwood Drive.
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W

hen Colin Polwarth

‘Existing boot repair shop to demolish’. Then a typical

submitted his M.Arch

three-roomed home emerged, for what were likely

thesis ‘A Study of the

Indians, because the ‘washroom’ was well separated in

Influence of Barrie

the back yard.
The current owner recently commissioned an

Biermann on the
Architectural Culture

architectural technician to add an ancillary unit into

of Southern Africa’ in

the Right of Way. When compared with the original

1994, there was mention of a ‘fifth house’ of Barrie’s

site plan, the accurate measured-up plan clearly

small oeuvre, which couldn’t be traced. This article

revealed the outline of what had been the original

deals with that building.

house.
Barrie only added onto the south side, and the

Having lived in Westridge as a student during the
late ‘50s, I recall what was said to be an original

height of the original roof made it possible to extend

farmhouse, very strategically located atop the Berea

this into a box gutter with the extension pitching

with excellent views and facing west, down what is

upwards, in corrugated iron at 10° and draining back

now Glenwood Drive, into George Cato’s original farm. into a box gutter.
The 35° pitched roof of newer corrugated asbestos

Later Barrie recounted to me how he had acquired
this derelict wood and iron building, diagonally across

on the original building, had an externally accessed

the road from his own, recently completed, home at

loft and 3m high ceilings. The floors were timber

38 Glenwood Drive, 1962. He added that at about 300 boarding on short stub columns.
Barrie added a

sq.m, it was the

The result shares characteristic features with his

smallest site on the

split-level living area

few other buildings: a stepped passageway past all

Berea. Working

with a fireplace. He

the other rooms (albeit upwards and very dangerously

behind the brick

also added internal

so in this case with various single steps!), Coro-Cell

façade, Barrie reclad

ablutions to the side

bricks were used throughout, including internal and

the corrugated walls

of the covered way

external patterned paving, recycled oddments from

with brickwork, right

to form the

demolished buildings, a round shower enclosure that

under the nose of the

passageway.

does not reach to the ceiling and lots of modulation of

The rotten floor

building inspector.

was apparently

According to the

all the white painted wall surfaces.
Writing about design principles in his own home

replaced by filling

Barrie advised: “Where other buildings are on a site,

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:

in and topping with

their incorporation in the new project is not only a

Up the passage.

brick paving. This

measure of economy but also often imbues the design

Split-level living room.

has resulted in a

with a hidden logic, an air of inevitability.” * This ‘fifth

were replaced in

nightmare of

house’, is certainly an example of thereof.

Plan of 51 Glenwood Drive.
Measured drawing by Marian Black,
2022.

brickwork. The site

different floor

Rodney Harber

Semi-circular shower enclosure.

levels!

*UIA International Architect, Issue 8, 1985, p46.

Room.

oldest traceable
records, in 1943 the
front gable and
flanking entrance

plan also notes,

Extract of the 1943 site plan, 51 Glenwood Drive.
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reliance on each other. This verticality is expressed
explicitly by the monolithic chapel with bell tower on
the north-wast. The south accommodates the barrow
operators in an independent space, with the
modulated cells of the monks above.
The design of the (d)Urban Monastery was a
process of experimentation, and not a blueprint of a
utopian ideal. What was traditionally insular is
carefully opened up. Respect is paid to difference and
autonomy, with form, line, and plane articulated to

Footnotes::
1. Call to prayer recited by a
muezzin.
2. To reinterpret a
frustration expressed by
the late Durban
photographer Peter
Mckenzie 1955-2017).
Quoted directly from a
lecture given by Mckenzie
entitled ‘Durbanity’ held
at UKZN, Durban, in 2017.
3. In medieval monastic
architecture, the ‘cloister’

propose meaning from tension. o

is characteristically

Garryn Stephens

an enclosed monastery,

A BAS graduate of UKZN (2017) and student member of this
Journal’s editorial committee, Garryn attained his M.Arch (Prof)
degree at UCT (2021) and is currently employed with CS Studio,
Cape Town. – Editor.

articulated as the heart of
usually a colonnaded
walkway enclosing a
garden.

ABOVE: The concept; the intersections
of Martin Heidegger’s Fourfold
re-interpreted: Heaven, Earth, God, and
View from south-east corner.

Man (Author, 2021)

the city? What would happen if a seemingly insular
and highly particular architectural programme, more
suited to silence, was placed in the chaos of a global
south city? Who would collide? What architecture
Section B-B through Chapel and

would materialize?

Section C-C through ramp.

As a place of much overlap and diversity, Durban

N THE SUSTAINABILITY OF MEANING

STUDENT
WORK
O

(D)URBAN MONASTERY, DURBAN

Barrow operators’ workshop.
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N DURBAN, THE CATHOLIC EMMANUEL

I

oozes with these tensions and paradoxes. Cohesion or

CATHEDRAL BELL TOLLS, while the Islamic

peaceful interaction may be too naïve an ideal. It

adhan1 resounds from the Grey Street Juma

seems more realistic to allow people to be ‘together

Masjid. Worshippers gather in the shade of

but apart’. 2

with the secular city, not so much with each other.

retail, an informal market, and a workshop for the

These observations were a confirmation of the

os’gadla (isiZulu for ‘transporter of goods’) who

project’s thesis, that in an age beset with sustaining

currently use the site. A large ramp is the primary

the physical, natural and quantifiable, ‘archaic’

means of circulation, a contemplative path and

religious spaces have shaped meaningful cities by

reinterpretation of the cloister,3 wide enough for a

contributing to the sustainability of things often not

barrow-operator to whiz past a contemplating monk,

seen.

while a member of the public walks up to the reading

open-air Shembe temples, defined only by
white stones in imperfect circles on the

The tight, rectangular, corner site of an urban
junction was chosen as a place of many intersections.

ground. There is religious multiplicity, yet
A careful geometry for a resultant ‘field’ of columns
they function uniquely and independently. The tension lifts the urban building off the ground to allow the
of overlap occurs at each sacred space’s relationship
‘chaos’ into the ‘sacred’ at street level, with formal

This M.Arch dissertation entitled The Sustainability

room.

of Meaning, began from a simple, spatial intrigue, what

The ramp merges the horizontality of the secular
would become of a Catholic monastery in the heart of city with the verticality of the ‘sacred’ suggesting their
C

C

Section AA

B

B

B
A

0

1.1

A

C

B

A

1.2

2

A

4-5

3
C
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Mabel Palmer Hall, UKZN, 1966

HANS HALLEN (1930-2022)
Architect, Artist, Activist.

(Photography, Angela Buckland).

The influence of his teachers, Barrie Biermann and
Ron Lewcock, then the leading architectural historians
of South Africa, left a lasting imprint. Hallen delighted
in sketching architectural settings, especially
vernacular and Renaissance, and thereby began a long
quest for ways of connecting buildings with
topography to define space, which became a
particular characteristic of his oeuvre. On graduating

Hans Hallen’s ultimate visit to
Durban, May 2016. From left
Paul Mikula, Hans Hallen, and
former staffers of Hallen Theron
& Partners, Sally Adams and
André Duvenage.

A

GIANT OF KWAZULU-NATAL
ARCHITECTURE has fallen. On
24th February, Hans Hallen died

With off-shutter concrete and exposed brickwork
as the materials of choice, unlike many other Brutalist

wherever he chose to get involved,

where he worked on Roehampton, regarded as a

developments of the 1960s, which soon became

whether that was in the public realm

masterpiece of the era, and the portion of Alton West

unloved, obsolete or unworkable, the residences and

of Durban, the old railway station,

on which he worked is a homage to Le Corbusier,

the competition-winning Winburg Voortrekker Monu-

Central Park now Gugu Dlamini Park,

which made another lasting impression.

ment, have weathered well and are widely considered

the Exhibition Centre, the Point, or in

among the architectural masterworks of 20th century

the arts.

Church on Mykonos

South Africa. In some of these projects Hallen was to

He made his presence felt in the
forge close bonds with craftsmen and artists, Jim Hall, Institute, simultaneously as regional
and later Andrew Verster, in particular.
and national President, 1974-75,

island, Greece (SA

in Sydney, his adopted home

Architectural Record,

since 1987. But it appears that

March 1966).

a part of his psyche never left

before being elected to the Council of

our shores as vouched for by

the International Union of Architects

the Afrikaans folk songs he loved and the depictions

(UIA), 1975-81, where he bravely flew

of South African sceneries, when in retirement he re-

the flag of our, by then pariah state. Deservedly, a

sharpened his artistic talent.*

Gold Medal of the SA Institute came Hallen’s way in

Obituary
Hans Hallen

Hans Heyerdahl Hallen was born to Norwegian
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Hans Hallen made an impression

he joined the LCC’s architects’ department, 1956-57,

1980 and honorary fellowship of the American

parents in Durban on 31st August 1930. He

Institute of Architects followed in 1981.

matriculated at DHS, where unusually, he excelled in

However, Hallen felt that the profession was not

Mathematics and Art. Thereupon he entered the
‘Natal School’, today the Architecture Learning site of

responding sufficiently to the changing times. He
After establishing his own practice in Durban in

initiated the Institute’s ‘Wilson Report’** that sought

UKZN, where in 1953 he was among the first

1959, Hallen entered into partnership with fellow

ways in which architectural education in South Africa

graduates.

Natal graduate, Maurice Dibb, 1963-69. Together

could be expanded to include students from other

they delivered a number of exemplary medium-rise

than the white racial group. Subsequently he put his

residential projects on Durban’s Berea, some bearing

expertise to the services of the Urban Foundation***,

signs of Roehampton, St Olav’s church, as well as

the change and development agency set up in the

the student residences on Howard College campus

immediate wake of the 1976 Soweto riots. But slowly

of UKZN.

emigration seemed his only option, unfortunately as
St Olav's church,

the democratic South Africa was within touching

St Thomas Rd,

distance.

Durban, 1967.

The fraternity in KwaZulu-Natal is grateful for the

While teaching at Natal, Hallen met Danie Theron,
with whom he formed the practice, Hallen Theron &

ABOVE: Huletts, La Lucia Ridge,
1973-77 (Photography, Angela

high standards Hans Hallen set by his buildings, his

Buckland).

leadership in the profession and in the community,

LEFT: Voortrekker Monument,

and the qualities that made him exceptional, as a

Winburg, 1964-68, won in a

principled advocate of good and innovative design

national competition.

Partners, 1969-81. Both partners were widely recog-

and of social justice. Our thoughts are with June, his
nized for their distinctive design abilities. Besides such widow, and their children, Martin our professional
landmarks as Huletts building on Umhlanga Ridge,
colleague, André and Michele. o
what is now Mangosuthu University of Technology in

Walter Peters

Umlazi, or BMW head office at Midrand, the client list

*

See funeral service:
http://funeralcast.com.au/funerals/view/hans-hallen

**

Wilson, A (Ed) Some Aspects of Architectural Education in
Southern Africa. Institute of South African Architects, 1975.

almost became a ‘who’s who’ of KwaZulu-Natal and
South African notables. This included Harry
The ‘court of creativity,’ 741 Musgrave Rd, Durban (Architecture SA,
Winter 1981 ).

Oppenheimer for whom Hallen designed Brenthurst,
the Africana Library in Johannesburg.

LANDMARKS: EMPHATIC AND HIDDEN

*** For projects the Urban Foundation carried out in KZN, see
NPIA Journal 2/1984.
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DURBAN IN THE 1920s AND 1930s

reclamation of the Bay in places, and these areas were Durban in the 1920s and
planted as formal gardens. In this process the Dick

1930s is not just a book to

King statue was moved eastward from its position at

be left on a coffee table to

the foot of Gardiner Street. But unfortunately, this

occasionally be admired.

railway line severed the immediate link between

It is of immense value to

central city and the soft waterfront of the Bay.

everyone who is interested in

Until then the Bay had been the place for water-

Durban and its historical

based recreational and leisure activities, as mentioned development.
in the foreword by Trevor Jones, emeritus Maritime

1930 was populated by a total
of 125 000, half of whom
were white families. The focus
Beachfront, central Durban,
and the Bay. To locate the
reader, photographs of each
section are preceded with an
extract of a corresponding

Book Review

Hughes, N. Durban in the 1920s and 1930s.
Craighall: Mertrade (Pty) Ltd, 2021.
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T

HIS BOOK HAS BEEN AUTHORED
and published by an unusual
accountant who already has two
other books to his name,
interestingly, both on paintings. One
covers a selection of the Bay of

historical map, which, obviously, contains the original

Many photographs show long demolished

place and street names, and therefore these are used

buildings such as Congella power station, and

throughout while changes are listed in an appendix.

streetscapes of what he calls Theatre Land, which had

There are a total of 70 plates in black and white,

cinemas like Metro, 20th Century and others grouped

mostly historical photographs from the author’s own

in a row east of the surviving Playhouse and Prince’s

collection. The layout is consistent, with caption and

Theatre. The reader also learns of further loss of

explanatory text on the left-hand page and the

amenities like public access to the Bluff, from which

photograph displayed large on the right, all to the

one had the best view of the harbour entrance and

design and layout of Michele Jacobs.

docks while patronising the tea garden.

This is no photograph album; the accompanying

directly from the author

railway line, the focus of the city as a leading leisure

(nshhughe@iafrica.com) at

and tourist centre moved from the Bay waterfront to

R550, excluding courier

the seafront.

charges, or from Dr Jacobs at

What is more, the railway along the Esplanade

falls on four areas, Esplanade,

It can be purchased

Professor of UKZN. Following the construction of the

the Biermann Architecture

rendered redundant the line from Durban station to

Library, UKZN

the Point wharves. In a large curve this line had cut

(jacobsm1@ukzn.ac.za).

across major streets where sets of booms controlled

Due to the weight of its

the traffic of trams and motor vehicles. This has left a

177 pages of A4-size and

scar still deeply imprinted in the grain of the city.

horizontal format, the book is

Walter Peters

o

only available in hard cover.

The text explains context, growth and

text is well researched and cross-referenced, and

development, which can be read across various

Hughes has carefully scrutinised the images for detail.

photographs. For instance, the curvy road along the

To communicate effectively, use is also made of aerial

esplanade, initially known as Bayside, followed the

photographs and hand-coloured lantern slides. With a

original shoreline of the Bay, which the construction

studious eye, he has drawn attention to socially

of the embankment, 1896-1901, generally also

interesting aspects in the photographs or added a few

followed. However, when the double railway line for

in detail like the rickshaw with puller.

connecting the marshalling yards at Congella with
Cato Creek was built, 1932-36, wherever possible the

Natal (2001), and the other works of

tracks followed a direct line, which required some

Cathcart William Methven, harbour engineer of

TOP: Marine Hotel rounding the corner of

Durban but also an able musician, architect, and

Gardiner Street and the Esplanade with the

landscape artist of note (2005). For the record,

dome of the city hall beyond and the tower of

Methven was a founder member of what is now

the main post office in the left background.

SAIA-KZN and served as its President, 1908-13.

would be ferried by a fast motor launch to the

From the Gardiner Street Jetty air passengers
flying boat moored off Salisbury Island. Note

For his third book, Nigel Hughes, a collector of

the original position of the Dick King statue at

Africana antiquarian charts and books, particularly

the foot of the jetty.

those maritime in nature, as the dust cover informs,

ABOVE: View down Commercial Road west-

chose the theme of Durban during the inter-war years.

ward from the Railway Station c.1933. In the
foreground the Borough Market, opened

The choice of period is revealed in the dedication

1901, long an open parking lot before being
replaced with Pine Parkade in the 1980s, and

made to three of his music teachers, to which he

behind it the domed Telephone Exchange,

added affectionately “It was their time”.
Coverage is within the ‘old’ boundary defined by
Umbilo River, Ridge Road and Umgeni River, which in

1905, by Stott & Kirby, demolished 1977. The
tallest building at left with the lantern atop
ABOVE: Proudly attired and decorated rickshaw puller, c.1935. The origin of

the pyramidal roof was CTC bazaars, 1931,

the puller’s attire was the traditional unbleached calico kitchen suit often

later OK Bazaars. On the horizon, directly

fringed with colourful ribbons with an elaborate headdress adorned with ox

above the dome of the Exchange, stands

horns, while his legs were whitewashed with decorative designs. According

Howard College, 1931, isolated in Stella Bush

to the author, rickshaws were introduced to Durban in the 1890s by sugar

on the Berea ridge.

cane farmer Marshall Campbell (after whom KwaMashu – the place of

LEFT: To enable safe bathing, a semi-circular

Marshall – was named). Originally from Japan, rickshaws had, by the early

enclosure was built in 1907 to a 300ft (91.44m)

1900s, become a popular form of transport, with well-off families having

radius, founded on a double row of jarrah piles

their own and the gardener often having to step in as the puller.

with a shark guard of galvanised iron piping.

LEFT: The Short S.33 Class Empire flying boat, Cleopatra, over Durban,

This structure provided for a promenade,

c.1942. By 1937 Imperial Airways had commenced services by flying boats

280m long and accessible by turnstile, with

that would land in the Bay. The trip which took 17 days by sea from Durban

fishing permitted on the ocean side. In that

to Southampton was then reduced to 6 days with 15 stops. Services were

harsh environment, unfortunately, the

interrupted by WW2 and ceased in 1947.

structure was not sustainable.
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A Travel Diary:
Visit
ABOVE: Almaty International
Airport upon arrival early in the
morning.
BELOW: The VIP Terminal,
Almaty International Airport.
Constructed in 1947, this is the
earliest surviving example of
‘Stalinist Colonial’ architecture

W

to Almaty, Kazakhstan

ITH A POPULATION approaching

at a premium due to an imposed height limit that

two million, Almaty is the largest

seems to be about 3,5 storeys. That does not apply to

city in the former Soviet republic of

the public buildings which are intentionally massive [3].

Kazakhstan. It was the capital of the

Stalinist urban design is clearly evident in the

country until 1997 and remains its cultural capital.
ALMATY is a modern city, far removed from the

impressive tree-lined boulevards and architectural
focal features. Generous pedestrian sidewalks abound

yaks and yurts enthusiastically displayed on numerous

[4]. The city is framed by wonderfully scenic,

stationed in the tower during

fridge magnets for sale at the airport souvenir shops.

perpetually snow-capped mountains, and at an

the January insurrection with

The terminal, with its distinctive undulating roofline

elevation of 2 200m, a ski resort there is the largest in

wearing special arm bands

was completed in 2004 but already it cannot handle

Central Asia. It is surprisingly accessible by public

issued to airport staff.

the capacity of an airport that has become a major

transport. Even in winter, the city was scrupulously

in Almaty. Snipers were

instructions to shoot anyone not

aviation hub in Central Asia. Indeed, the

4

clean with snow tidily swept aside daily for

purpose of my visit on behalf of the IFC and pedestrians.
EBRD (both large international banks) was

5

Almaty has an ‘Old’ and a ‘New’ city centre. The

to monitor progress on the expansion of

‘Old’ comprises buildings dating back to the early

the airport and the heritage implications

1950s. Stylistically, many look distinctly earlier [5].

that this would have on its old Soviet VIP

Only by the latter 1960s did modernist architecture

terminal, a stripped-down neo-classical

start appearing [6]. The ‘New’ city centre dates from

building dating back to the Stalin era and

the latter 1980s and includes examples of clearly

6

embellished with traditional Kazakh motifs. contemporary architecture [7]. This places parts of
Almaty was founded in the 1850s as a
fortified Russian outpost on the site of its

the city in an interesting architectural time warp, while
the city as a whole displays stylistic development

namesake, an ancient city destroyed by the Mongols in compressed mostly between the 1950s and today.
the 13th C. The Russian outpost developed into the

Massive new development has been limited to a

present city, initially with timber buildings [1] (the area relatively constricted area between the city centre and
is in a seismic zone) until after World War II when the

the mountains, resulting in some unfortunate

Russians replaced virtually all timber structures with

juxtapositions [8]. They nonetheless result in an

earthquake-resistant concrete framed architecture.

overall uniformity of scale which is laudable [9].

Downtown Almaty is an area of large public

7
1. One of very few surviving timber buildings in
Almaty. This houses the museum for Kazakh

I was intrigued to find that Irish pubs are popular

traditional folk musical instruments. 2. The

buildings [2] set in generous child-friendly parks,

with locals. Local beer is very good, as are chocolates

probably to compensate for the cramped apartments

for which the city is renowned. The local food is an

within the city centre. Commercial real estate here is

interesting fusion of Chinese and European styles

appearance, this is a timber frame structure

(China is Kazakhstan’s eastern neighbour). Horse

Interior of the Cathedral. 3. The presidential

Nur-Sultan, formerly

8

ral, Panfilov Park, Almaty, 1907. Despite its
finished with plaster on timber laths. INSET:

meat, which I did not sample, is popular on the menu.

palace (one of various in Kazakhstan). Although

I did however try their traditional salted milk which

national heritage site. 4. An example of

only completed in the 1990s, this building is a

can become strangely addictive. As you can probably

generous pedestrian walkways in the central
city. 5. Quantum Capital Building. A local heri-

tell, I already love this vital city with its lively mix of

tage site constructed in 1952. Its present name

residential, public, cultural and commercial

is all the more ironic as it is a good example of

components and can’t wait to return for my following

Stalinist colonial architecture. 6. The National

inspection tours.

Library, Almaty, 1970. This building is a local

o

heritage site. 7. Part of the high-rise commercial precinct of Almaty outside the height restrict-

Graham Jacobs

ion area. 8. An example of the unfortunate

Mr Jacobs is a Council member of Heritage Western Cape and
Chairman of its Built Environment and Landscapes Committee.
The visit to Almaty in early March 2022 was in his personal
capacity. – Editor
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Russian Orthodox Zenkov (Ascension) Cathed-

impact of high-rise development immediately
outside the height restricted central city
precinct. 9. Laudable uniformity of scale within

9

the height restricted central city precinct.
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